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How often do you like to read?

“I read everyday, but that can depend on the amount of homework that is needed to be completed or out of school events. On average, I read nearly two books a week, depending on other activities. Overall, I try to read as much as I can.”

What do you like to read?

“I like to read fiction novels of fantasy, mystery, thriller and romance. Fantasy is probably my favourite type, as it is often a mix of adventure, mystery and romance — all the themes I love. I enjoy a bit of mystery every now and then, as I am intrigued by the suspense that it involves. Thrillers are a great read every now and again because of the rush of suspense, shock and puzzle that solving it entails.”

List one book that has left a lasting impression on you and explain why it’s memorable . . . . .

Although this is embarrassing, “Twilight Saga” is the series that has affected me the most . . . .
I always wanted to avoid these books, however my teacher Ms Thaw recommended “Twilight” to me. I thought I’d give it a go and was absolutely enthralled by it. I was so surprised by this sudden affection for a book, as I was never much of a reader. Reading this four book series in three weeks (an achievement for me... it used to take at least three months for me to finish one novel) I realized that reading was actually very entertaining. From then on, reading has become one of my top hobbies.